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Euthymians   was   a  repetition   of the   former   'Affair   of
Adultery'.   The Emperor Leo VI wished in the Church's
despite to marry as his fourth wife his mistress Zoe Car-
bonopsine, a beauty 'with eyes black as coal' who was already
the mother of Constantine Porphyrogenitus.  The Patriarch
Nicholas, the Mystic, that is to say, the imperial secretary,
twice dared to forbid the Emperor to enter St. Sophia.  His
place was taken by a monk Euthymius, a simple and saintly
man who in the goodness of his heart and through love of
peace settled the dispute.   Thus on this occasion it is the
* Court prelate' Nicholas, a man of letters, a minister and a
diplomat like Photius, whose pupil indeed he was, and who
like Photius had passed directly from the 'world' to the
Patriarchate, who contrary to all expectation takes up once
more the heroic role of censor of an Emperor's morals, while
the ascete Euthymius appears as the consecrator of a sacri-
legious union. The Photian party which was that of Nicholas
thus gains a new prestige while the former 'Ignatians' suffer
from the complaisance of Euthymius.   So when, on the
death of Leo, Nicholas again becomes Patriarch, his ponti-
ficate was of a truly imposing magnificence.   Regent during
the minority of Constantine Porphyrogenitus, actually prime
minister,  a   Byzantine   Richelieu  who   conducted   corre-
spondence and negotiated with the Arabs and the Bulgars,
he appears to Christendom at the same time as the moral
superior of the Pope of Rome with whom he virtuously
refuses to communicate, since Rome had sanctioned the
scandal of the Emperor's fourth marriage. When in 920 the
'union of the Churches' was re-established it was as victor
that Nicholas signed the famous 'Tome of Union', humiliat-
ing at the same time the Emperor Constantine who had been
conceived in adultery.  This moral superiority thus secured
by the Byzantine patriarchate naturally caused the Govern-
ment anxiety: after the pontificate of Nicholas, just as after
that  of Photius,  the  Easileus wishes  to  'confiscate*  the
Patriarchate, by installing as Patriarch a prince of the blood
royal: formerly it was Stephen, son of Basil I, now Theo-
phylactus, son of Romanus Lecapenus. Had this precedent
been followed, it would indeed have meant Caesaropapism.
But these two attempts were not repeated in the sequel.

